Dadi Janki - 11th July 2019 – Conference Hall, SV
Never lose your happiness...
Om Shanti, Om Shanti, Om Shanti... This is the gathering of brothers who stay in centres. I am
not staying in a centre myself! I don’t have a centre... In fact, wherever I go it is mine – it is Baba’s.
I have never said that a centre is mine. Everything belongs to sweet, lovely Baba. We say ‘thanks’
to Him. It is He who has given us the power to stay in happiness. He tells us to remain happy, live
a long life and never forget Him. We should never lose our happiness. If a mother dies we should
eat halva – if a wife dies we should eat halva - if anyone dies we should eat halva... Today the
bhog of dying whilst alive was offered.
We receive a current from Baba – it is wonderful. Everyone has this experience. It is that current
that makes us detached from the body. We have become detached from everything but Baba tells
us that we not only need to be detached but we should also be loving souls. We have to live on
this earth in order to do service. Whilst living here we need to be detached. In order to do service
we have to be loving.
There are four subjects; gyan, yoga, dharna and service. Let your gyan and yoga be very good so
that your dharna becomes very good too. We have to transform the atmosphere. We feel Baba’s
love when we remember Him. Therefore we should never forget Him. He is mine and I am His.
You know what happens when you say, “My Baba”. We also feel very good when He says we are
His. He is so sweet...
Through my drishti I see Baba’s children everywhere. I can’t see their faces but I can see them...
Baba is with us; He is here, here and here! Look at your face in the mirror of your heart. This is
such a beautiful song...
I am speaking everything from my heart. I don’t simply say ‘Baba’ but I feel it too. Is there anyone
here who simply says ‘Baba’ from the lips? So now take yourself into the experience of who I am
and who is mine. Have that experience. These words are about experience. Touch your heart and
ask, ‘Am I getting this experience’? Baba’s hand is on our heads. Why do you all come here? It is
because you get the feeling or the experience...
You are sitting in a bhatti. Become as Baba wants you to become. Be natural in your face and
behaviour. The result of the bhatti should be with you. Your face and behaviour should reveal
what you experience with Baba. When I sleep I only remember who I am and who is mine. It gives
a very sweet feeling. I tell Baba that I don’t have any other work... To remember only the one
Father is our work. It is easy isn’t it... We have to check ourselves and become like this. We also
have to make others like this...
Om Shanti

